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Elevator   Pitch:   A   new   system   to   aid   disabled   people   to   button   their   shirts   would   make   life   easier  

for   many   people.   When   these   people   get   dressed,   they   often   need   to   rely   on   a   family   member   or  

helper   to   help   them.   A   system   could   help   the   person   become   more   independent   and   give   them   a  

measure   of   freedom.  

 

  



Part   2.    Executive   Summary:  

Simple   daily   tasks   that   make   one   feel   independent   are   often   a   challenge   for   people   with  

disabilities.   For   example,   the   simple   act   of   buttoning   a   shirt   could   be   a   monumental   task   if   you  

struggle   with   fine   motor   control.   Getting   help   from   others   can   be   time-consuming   and   is   likely  

awkward   at   times   for   both   people;   it   decreases   freedom   and   privacy   for   the   person.   Magna   Lock   is  

a   system   to   help   anyone   button   their   shirt   independently,   restoring   their   freedom   and   privacy.   

 

Part   3.   Problem   Summary   and   Proposed   Solution:  

People   of   all   ages   and   nationalities   have   disabilities   that   affect   muscle   coordination.   These  

disabilities   range   from   physical   ones   like   Parkinson’s   to   mental   ones   like   Autism.   Some   people   are  

also   affected   by   injuries   that   have   damaged   them   mentally   or   physically.   My   system   uses   a  

combination   of   friction   and   magnets   to   join   two   pieces   together,   which   is   very   easy   to   do   compared  

to   buttoning   a   button.   These   pieces   are   hidden   under   the   shirt   to   make   it   discreet.  

 

Part   4.    Summarize   the   STEM   Concepts   and   Principles   Underlying   the   Overall   Plan:  

My   solution   incorporates   primarily   mechanical   engineering   and   tailoring.   It   uses  

mechanical   engineering   by   utilizing   CAD   software   and   3d   printing.   It   uses   tailoring   by   requiring  

the   altering   of   clothing.   In   the   prototyping   of   the   product,   3d   printing   was   used.   3d   printing   is   a  

solid   way   to   create   prototypes   due   to   the   variety   of   3d   printers   and   filaments   available.   Filament  

types   range   from   PLA   to   resin,   to   even   metal.   Additionally,   the   cost   of   a   kilogram   of   filament   can  

be   as   low   as   $15   to   $20,   making   basic   models   extremely   affordable   (Matterhackers,   2021).   The  

only   textile   altering   required   is   a   method   of   mounting   the   product   onto   a   piece   of   clothing.   For   the  

prototype,   super   glue   was   used   to   adhere   to   it.  

Due   to   the   utilization   of   magnets   in   this   design,   precautions   must   be   taken   when   washing  

the   textile.   Damage   can   be   caused   to   the   washing   machine   because   of   the   use   of   magnets.   The  

article   of   clothing   must   be   put   into   a   laundry   bag   and   put   on   a   delicate   cycle   without   spin-drying.  

The   article   also   shouldn’t   be   washed   at   temperatures   of   80℃   to   avoid   demagnetization  

(Supermagnete,   2021).  

 

 

 



Part   5.    Commercialization   Assessment   of   the   Overall   Plan:  

Problem:   In   the   US,   muscle   dystrophy   affects   250,000   people   alone   (rarediseases.org,  

2021).   The   neurologic   disease   Parkinson's   affects   over   10   million   people   worldwide  

(parkinson.org,   2021).   These   ailments   make   everyday   life   much   harder   for   many   people   all   over  

the   world.  

Proposed   solution:   My   solution   is   a   simple   mechanism   using   magnets   to   keep   the   shirt  

together.   It   comprises   a   slim   piece   that   slides   into   a   slot   on   the   other   side   of   the   shirt.   Both   sides   are  

fitted   with   magnets.  

Target   customers   and   intended   users:   My   target   audience   is   anyone   with   a   form   of   muscular  

dystrophy   or   any   disease   that   affects   muscle   coordination.   Marketing   would   be   focused   on   clothing  

stores   and   online   clothing   websites.  

Competitors:   The   competitors   of   my   product   would   be   Magnaready   and   Silverts.   They  

both   offer   a   magnetic   button   design.  

Customer   value   proposition   &   competitive   advantage:   The   disadvantage   of   the   competitor’s  

products   is   that   the   design   is   easy   to   come   apart.   In   some   scenarios,   this   is   not   desirable.   The   value  

of   my   product   is   that   it   is   able   to   lock   together.   By   using   simple   sliding   parts,   it   should   be   able   to  

lock   together   and   be   pulled   apart   easily.  

Principal   revenue   streams   expected:   Revenue   will   be   generated   through   sales   of   the  

product.   Each   shirt   can   be   purchased   for   $50,   which   is   in   line   with   my   competition   as   it   ranges  

from   $30-$70.  

Principal   startup   and   operating   costs   expected   to   be   incurred:   The   main   shirt   would   cost  

around   $18-$27   itself.   The   plastic   pieces   would   cost   about   $100   for   a   mold   each,   and   plastic   for  

the   injection   molding   costs   around   36   cents   per   pound   (resource-recycling.com,   2020).   The  

magnets   to   be   used   would   cost   around   $20-$36   per   pound   (magnetshop.com,   2021).   Simple  

advertisements   cost   about   $38.40   per   minute   on   google.   To   start   production   would   cost   about   $275  

for   the   first   40   products   and   around   $40   per   product   afterward.   Shipping   would   cost   around   $42  

for   10   pounds   of   product.  

 

Part   6.    Science   and   Technology   Proof   of   Concept:   

Review   and   assessment   of   the   scientific   literature:   My   product   utilizes   both   mechanical  

engineering   and   tailoring.   It   is   designed   in   a   way   that   a   person   with   low   muscle   coordination   could  



easily   close   up   the   shirt.   This   is   done   by   having   one-piece   side   into   the   other,   with   much   room   for  

error.   Once   inserted,   magnets   mounted   to   both   pieces   will   attract,   causing   the   moving   parts   to   slide  

and   lock.   This   will   keep   the   shirt   together   without   fear   of   coming   apart   under   normal  

circumstances.  

Magnets   produce   a   magnetic   field   with   two   ends;   a   north   and   south   pole.   Opposite   poles  

attract   while   matching   poles   repel.   Some   magnets,   like   fridge   magnets,   are   rather   weak,   allowing  

for   a   human   to   easily   pull   them   apart.   On   the   other   hand,   rare   earth   magnets   and   electromagnetic  

devices   can   produce   a   magnetic   field   so   strong   that   it   can   crush   anything   caught   in-between   them.  

They   are   so   strong   that   a   human   wouldn’t   be   able   to   pull   them   apart.  

The   magnets   used   in   this   design   must   be   more   like   kitchen   magnets,   where   they   are   strong  

enough   to   hold   together   but   not   so   strong   that   they   can’t   be   pulled   apart  

Hypothesis:   If   I   create   a   button   for   people   that   is   affordable,   easy   to   use,   and   discreet,   then  

most   users   will   be   able   to   effectively   use   the   shirt   without   help.  

Inquiry   or   design-based   discussion:   The   first   step   in   the   process   of   prototyping   is   the   3d  

printing   of   the   hidden   pieces.   These   are   3d   printed   out   of   normal   ABS   filament.   Once   they   are  

finished,   the   magnets   will   be   attached.   After   all   of   the   pieces   have   been   finished,   they   will   be  

affixed   to   the   inside   of   the   shirt   with   a   small   amount   of   superglue.   For   the   actual   product,   the   pieces  

will   be   affixed   through   other   means.  



Sketches: 
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